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Chapter 6

Query expansion

[Parts of of this chapter are published in Andogah (2007).]

State-of-the-art search engines model document contents as bags-of-words
consisting of words extracted from the documents. Little or no attention is
paid to the document’s synactic and semantic structure. Moreover, the ma-
jority of user queries are simplistic consisting of two words on average (Spink
et al., 2001). Under the bag-of-words model, for a search engine to return
documents as a response to the user query, the user’s query must contain
some of the exact words in the search engine index. The motivation for
query expansion is to reduce the mismatch between query and document by
expanding the query terms using words or phrases which are synonymous to
query terms or share other statistical relationships with the terms contained
in the set of relevant documents.

The research objectives addressed in this chapater are:

1. How effective is relevance feedback for the geographical information
retrieval task?

2. How effective is a scope-controlled toponym selection scheme in a rel-
evance feedback procedure?

This chapter explores query expansion strategies for a geographically con-
strained information retrieval task. The query expansion investigates the
application of relevance feedback (i.e., blind and explicit feedback) proce-
dures to improve retrieval by adding place names found in the relevant doc-
uments. Two relevance feedback schemes are explored – one approach adds
place names found in the relevant documents directly, and the other adds
place names found in geographical scopes of relevant documents. The first
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118 Chapter 6. Query expansion

approach is termed the term-based scheme and the second the scope-based
scheme. The term-based and scope-based scheme derive place names to add
to queries as follows: term-based(names) = {M} and scope-based(names)
= {M ⊆ S}, where, M are the commonly occurring place names in the rele-
vant documents and S are the commonly shared scopes among the relevant
documents.

6.1 Document processing

Figure 6.1 shows a sample of Radio Netherlands Worldwide 1 summary with
tagged geographical information – the names of places, adjectives referring
to people and places and geographical feature types. Every document in the
collection is geographically processed with the scope and toponym resolution
schemes proposed and described in Chapter 4. The content of the Text tag
is indexed as Text in Lucene. The References and Scope tag contents are
either indexed in Lucene as Keywords or stored in a database for geographical
analysis in query processing and relevance ranking phase.

6.2 Query expansion

Consider a geographically constrained search query in Example (1):

(1) Fish in Lake Victoria.

The query in Example (1) consists of two components - the non-geographical
(thematic) component, Fish, and the geographical component, in Lake Vic-
toria. Often the concepts in the search queries do not match terms used
to express the same concepts in relevant documents in the collection. For
example, the concept Fish in Example (1) overlaps with the concepts Tilapia
and Nile Perch, which are species of fish commonly found in Lake Victoria.
Likewise, for the purpose of querying, the geographic concept Lake Victoria
can be considered to overlap with islands in Lake Victoria and towns/cities
on shores of Lake Victoria - Ssese Island, Rubondo Island, Ukerewe Island,
Rufinga Island, Entebbe, Jinja, Mwanza, Musoma, Kisumu. The task of
query expansion is to add such terms to the original or previous search query
with the view of retrieving more relevant documents matching the searcher’s
information need (Xu and Croft, 1996; Manning et al., 2007). Query expan-
sion would reformulate query in Example (1) close to what is in Example (2)
(new terms are in italics)

1http://www.rnw.nl/english
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<RNW>

<Summary sid="09022006.18">

<Text>

<title>Dutch town refuses to recognise third gender</title>

<p>The Dutch newspaper Het Parool reports that a resident

of the town of Enschede is fighting a legal battle with

the municipality to be recognised as neither male nor

female.

</p>

<p>The person in question was born as a male. After coming

to the conclusion that he was not a male he underwent a

sex-change operation and became a female. However, she

did not feel herself a female either and had another

operation. After much deliberation the person decided

that he or she was neither male nor female.

</p>

<p>However, the town of Enschede refused to register the

person as asexual, saying that Dutch law only

recognises the male and female sexes. The person’s

lawyer says his client, who has lost two court

battles, feels strongly about the issue and intends

to bring the case before the Dutch Supreme Court.

</p>

</Text>

<References>

<GT name="enschede" tf="2" gtt="LOC" rid="2756071" />

<GT name="dutch" tf="4" gtt="ADJ" />

<GT name="municipality" tf="1" gtt="TYPE" />

<GT name="town" tf="3" gtt="TYPE" />

<GT name="supreme court" tf="1" gtt="ORG" />

</References>

<Scopes>

<Scope name="Netherlands" rank="1" />

<Scope name="S.East Overijssel Province" rank="2" />

<Scope name="Overijssel Province" rank="3" />

<Scope name="Western Europe" rank="4" />

<Scope name="Europe" rank="5" />

</Scopes>

</Summary>

</RNW>

Figure 6.1: Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW) summary.
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(2) Fish tilapia, nile perch in Lake Victoria ssese island, rubondo is-
land, ukerewe island, rufinga island, entebbe, jinja, mwanza, musoma,
kisumu.

Two classes of query expansion approaches exist - global query expansion
and local query expansion (Manning et al., 2007). The global query ex-
pansion technique reformulates terms independent of the query and results
returned from it. The general idea is that the changes in the query wording
will cause the new query to match other semantically similar terms. The
global query expansion technique mainly uses a knowledge base such as a
thesaurus. On the other hand, local query expansion techniques derive ex-
pansion terms from documents initially returned as a match to the query
from the collection being searched. The relevance feedback approach is a lo-
cal query expansion technique. Relevance feedback can be done manually or
automatically. The assumption of relevance feedback is that the top-ranked
documents matching the original search query are relevant. Queries are re-
formulated by adding terms from these top-ranked documents. And usually
query terms are reweighted before being added to the original search query.
The following are the advantages of relevance feedback (Salton and Buckley,
1990):

1. The user is shielded from query formulation details, and search state-
ments are constructed without intimate knowledge of corpus and search
environment.

2. The search operation is broken down into a sequence of smaller search
steps designed to approach the intended subject area gradually.

3. It provides for a controlled query alternation designed to emphasize
some terms and deemphasize other terms as required in certain search
environments.

This section reports on an experiment with pseudo or blind relevance feed-
back and explicit relevance feedback techniques on the geographical compo-
nent of search query – place names. Two techniques are explored – (1) terms
derived from the top documents are directly added to the original query, and
(2) terms derived from the top-ranked documents that belong to the most
commonly occurring geographic scopes in the top documents are considered
more relevant. The latter represents non-linguistic, external knowledge.
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6.2.1 Top term-based expansion

The top term-based expansion approach adds geographical terms derived
from the top ranked documents to the original query with the view of tilting
search results towards documents within the user’s geographical region of
interest. The overall geographical query expansion procedure is:

1. Run the initial search query against the document collection.

2. Retrieve the top N documents. These documents are assumed to be
both thematically and geographically relevant to the original search
query.

3. Select the most frequently occurring M place names from the top N
documents, and add them to the original search query. Collectively,
the M place names are assumed to represent a geographical area of
interest to the original search query.

The new query vector of place names is formulated as

−→g new = −→g old + −→g rel (6.1)

where, −→g old is the vector of place names in the original search query, grel
is the vector of place names in the top N relevant documents, and gnew is
the new vector of place names to the new search query for relevant feedback.
The formula in Equation 6.1 is motivated by Rocchio’s feedback formula (see
Manning et al., 2007, Chapter 9) shown below.

−→q m = α−→q o + β
1

|Dr|
∑

−→
d j∈Dr

−→
d j − γ

1

|Dnr|
∑

−→
d j∈Dnr

−→
d j (6.2)

where, −→q o is the original query vector, Dr and Dnr are the set of known
relevant and non-relevant documents retrieved by qo respectively, and α, β,
and γ are weights attached to each term. We restrict our attention to the

geographical terms in the vectors of
−→
d j.

The relevant place name vector can be represented using its member
elements as follows

−→g rel ≡ 〈f1, f2, . . . , fn〉 (6.3)

where, fi is the i
th place name in the top N relevant documents. The weights

of the place names in −→g rel are computed using

weight(fi) =
rel(fi)

rel(fi) + non(fi)
(6.4)
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where, rel(fi) is the number of occurrences of fi in the relevant document set,
and non(fi) is the number of occurrences of fi in the non-relevant document
set.

For illustration purposes, the place name Lake Victoria in the query in
Example (1) is expanded using Equation 6.1, and the result of the expansion
is shown in Table 6.1. The row titled −→q old contains the original query in
Example (1) consisting of geographical component underlined, and shown in
the row −→g old . The number of occurrences of a word or concept in a docu-
ment or query is counted as its weight. For example, lake victoria appears
once in −→q old and therefore its weight is set to 1. Row −→g rel shows terms
and weights from the relevant documents, while row −→g non shows terms and
weights from non-relevant documents. Row −→g new shows the expanded geo-
graphical component of query −→q old with each place name’s weight computed
using Equation 6.4, e.g.,

weight(ssese island) =
2

2 + 0

weight(jinja) =
2

2 + 3

place names weights
−→q old fish in lake victoria 1, 1, 1
−→g old lake victoria 1
−→g rel ssese inland, jinja, rwanda, lake victoria 2, 2, 1, 3
−→g non kampala, nakuru, jinja, arusha, rwanda 2, 1, 3, 3, 4
−→g new ssese inland, jinja, rwanda, lake victoria 1, 0.4, 0.2, 2

Table 6.1: Query place name expansion illustration with Eq. 6.1.

6.2.2 Scope constrained expansion

Scope-constrained query expansion exploits the geographical scope assigned
to documents to select place names to expand the original query. The geo-
graphical scope resolver used to tag document scopes is described in Chap-
ter 4, and achieved an overall score of 90.36% (see Table 4.19) on news article
collections. We recall here that geographical scope is not a linguistic or tex-
tual notion, but rather a geographical one, roughly the geographical region
relevant to a particular reference or document. The scope resolver assigns
multiple weighted scopes to each document. The scope-constrained approach
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init ial search query

top N documents

index

select M common place names for query
expansion through relevance feedback

select S common scopes to select and
compute place name weights

Compute place name weights
and create new search query

new search query

f inal 1000 ranked documents

Run new query
against index

Run original query 
against index

Figure 6.2: Schematic of scope constrained relevance feedback procedure.

selects the frequently occurring scopes from the top documents to expand
the set of search query’s place names. The candidate place names to expand
search queries are those belonging to the most frequent scopes shared by
the most relevant documents. Figure 6.2 shows the overall scope-constrained
query expansion schematic.

The weight of place names added to original search query is computed by

weight(fi) = log

(

1 +
num(Mi)

num(S)

)

(6.5)

where, S is a set consisting of the most frequent scopes shared among the
N relevant documents, num(Mi) is the number of scopes to which place
name Mi belongs in the scope set S, num(S) is the total number of scopes
selected from the top N relevant documents. Figure 6.3 shows a sample scope
hierarchy forGroningen City and Rotterdam City to illustrate the application
of Equation 6.5. A relevant document is assumed to contain Groningen City
and Rotterdam City, and a scope set S consists of Groningen Province, The
Netherlands and South Holland Province. Using Equation 6.5 the weights of
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Groningen City Rotterdam City

Groningen Province The Netherlands South Holland Province

Figure 6.3: Sample scope hierarchy for Groningen and Rotterdam.

Groningen City and Rotterdam City are computed as:

weight(groningen city) = log

(

1 +
2

3

)

weight(rotherdam city) = log

(

1 +
2

3

)

The scope constrained query expansion procedure is outlined as below:

1. Run the original search query against a document collection, and re-
trieve the top N documents. These documents are assumed to be
geographically relevant to the query. They have not physically been
examined.

2. From the N relevant documents choose S scopes and M place names.
These are respectively the most commonly occurring scopes and place
names in M documents.

3. Assign weights to M place names according to Equation 6.5. Add the
weighted M place names to the original search query, and resubmit the
new query against the document collection retrieving 1000 top ranked
documents.

More concisely the final P place names used to expand the geographical
component of the original query are derived as P = {M ∈ S}.

6.2.3 Query expansion evaluation

The query place name expansion procedures described in this section are
evaluated on the GeoCLEF 2007 (Mandl et al., 2008) dataset. GeoCLEF
2007 provided 25 geographically focused topics in the format shown in Fig-
ure 6.4. Each topic is pre-processed by removing topic stopwords (such as
‘documents, mention, are, or, promises, of, nor, relevant’, etc.) as shown in
the lower box in Figure 6.4 before running against the index of GeoCLEF
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<top lang="en">

<num>10.2452/65-GC</num>

<title>Free elections in Africa</title>

<desc>Documents mention free elections held in countries

in Africa</desc>

<narr>Future elections or promises of free elections are

not relevant</narr>

</top>

⇓

<top lang="en">

<num>10.2452/65-GC</num>

<title>free elections africa</title>

<desc>free elections held countries africa</desc>

<narr>elections</narr>

</top>

Figure 6.4: GeoCLEF 2007 topic and pre-processed format.

2007 document collections. The final query submitted contains all the strings
including the duplicate strings such as free elections africa free elections held
countries africa elections for the topic in Figure 6.4. Experience has shown
that the original search query terms should be preserved in the new feedback
query formulation to achieve performance improvement (Salton and Buckley,
1990). The TREC evaluation tool 2 is used to evaluate retrieval results.

Top term based expansion evaluation

The term-based expansion scheme adds the most commonly occurring place
names in the relevant documents to the original search query. The weight of
each place name is computed using Equation 6.4. The following steps outline
how the experiments were set-up for the reported results:

2[10 November 2009] http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
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Figure 6.5: Interpolated recall vs precision average.

1. Run the pre-processed topic terms against GeoCLEF 2007 document
index, and retrieve the top 1000 ranked documents.

2. Assume the top 30 returned documents to be relevant, and select the
10 most frequently occurring place names from the 30 documents. The
10 place names are assumed to cover the geographic area of interest.

3. Assume 250 documents selected from rank position 650 to 900 are out-
side the geographic area of interest. The 250 documents could have
also been selected from documents ranked beyond the 1000 ranked po-
sition. For experimental purpose it is assumed that place names from
rank position 650 and beyond would be irrelevant to geographic cover-
age of interest.

4. Compute the weight of the 10 relevant place names using Equation 6.4,
and submit the newly constructed query (see Equation 6.1) against
document index. Retrieve the top 1000 ranked documents.

Figure 6.5 shows the performance of relevance feedback approach at top
20, 10 and 5 place names against default Lucene performance. The 20, 10 and
5 place names are the commonly occurring place names in the top 30 relevant
documents. Out of the total 650 relevant documents, Lucene retrieved 603
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(i.e., recall of 92.77% ). The feedback approaches at the place name cutoffs
of 20, 10 and 5 respectively retrieved 601, 607 and 608 relevant documents
(i.e., recalls of 92.35%, 93.38% and 93.54% respectively). The performance
of the relevance feedback approach deteriorates as the number of place names
selected from the top 30 documents increases.

Table 6.2 provides more performance data, including some not available in
Figure 6.5. The relevance feedback approach is seen to have performed better
than the previous search query if and only if more relevant documents and
fewer irrelevant documents are retrieved by relevant feedback approach. The
best performing relevance feedback approach is achieved at 5 place name cut-
off with MAP (Mean Average Precision) score of 0.2850 compared to MAP
score of 0.2724 for default Lucene (i.e., 4.6% improvement over Lucene),
retrieving 5 new documents.

Place name cutoff 5 10 20 Lucene

Number of query 25 25 25 25
Number of retrieved 25000 25000 25000 25000
Number of relevant 650 650 650 650
Retrieve relevant 608 607 601 603
Mean average precision 0.2850 0.2812 0.2655 0.2724
Document cutoff 30 30 30 30

Table 6.2: Summary of term based relevance feedback evaluation.

The results thus far stimulate two further questions:

1. How far can a geographical relevance feedback routine improve perfor-
mance over default search engines?

2. How many geographically relevant documents should the user select for
relevance feedback to achieve a significant improvement over default
search engine performance?

To answer these questions, the relevant documents provided for GeoCLEF
2007 evaluation are used to evaluate the explicit relevance feedback strategy,
i.e., a user is assumed to have marked certain documents relevant and others
non-relevant. The place names in the relevant documents are weighted and
added to the original search query for feedback iteration. The GeoCLEF 2007
has three topics (i.e., 10.2452/59-GC, 10.2452/63-GC, 10.2452/71-GC) with
no relevant documents in the collection. In this experiment, these topics are
not expanded. Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3 show the result of the experiment.
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Figure 6.6: Performance of term-based query expansion procedure.

The graph labeled ALL shows that all the relevant and non-relevant docu-
ments are used. And labels of format Rxx.Nyy denote that xx relevant and yy
non-relevant documents are used. The performance improvement over the
default search engine is significant. Five geographically relevant and non-
relevant documents can achieve up to 55.84% of MAP score improvement
over default search engine performance through relevance feedback approach.
The lesson learned is that if a searcher is patient enough to select five relevant
documents and five non-relevant documents, he or she can achieve significant
improvement over default search engine systems both in terms of recall and
precision.

Scope constrained expansion evaluation

The scope-constrained expansion routine selects the place names found in
the geographical scopes which are commonly shared by the top ranked doc-
uments, i.e., scope-based(names) = {M ⊆ S}, where, M are the commonly
occurring place names in the relevant documents and S are the commonly
shared scopes among the relevant documents. The result of the evaluation
are shown in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.4. Graph 30.ASS shows the perfor-
mance of scope-constrained query expansion with 30 top ranked documents
returned from the initial query against the collection. The graphs 05.REL
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R05.N05 R05.N250 R30.N250 ALL Lucene

Number of query 25 25 25 25 25
Number of retrieved 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000
Number of relevant 650 650 650 650 650
Retrieve relevant 613 623 630 629 603
MAP 0.4245 0.4393 0.4423 0.4404 0.2724
Relevant document 5 5 30 ALL -
Nonrelevant document 5 250 250 ALL -
Place names 10 10 10 10 -

Table 6.3: Result of term-based approach using relevant documents.

and 30.REL (see Table 6.4 for details) show the performance with documents
which are marked to be relevant to the search query. The feedback queries for
05.REL and 30.REL are formulated by choosing place names and geograph-
ical scopes from five and thirty relevant documents respectively. The graphs
TMD and Lucene are included for comparison purposes. TMD is the result
for term-based approach with five (5) relevant and five (5) non-relevant doc-
uments. Lucene shows the performance of the default Lucene search engine
library. The graph 05.REL shows the best performance for scope constrained
relevance feedback with MAP (mean average precision) score of 0.3057 (see
Table 6.4) presenting an improvement of 12.22% over the standard search
engine system.

TMD 30.ASS 05.REL 30.REL Lucene

Number of query 25 25 25 25 25
Number of retrieved 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000
Number of relevant 650 650 650 650 650
Retrieve relevant 613 608 612 609 603
MAP 0.4245 0.2738 0.3057 0.2985 0.2724
Relevant docs used 5 30 5 30 -
Irrelevant docs used 5 - - - -
Place names used 10 10 10 10 -
Scopes used - 10 5 5 -

Table 6.4: Summary of scope-based relevance feedback evaluation.
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Figure 6.7: Performance of scope-based query expansion procedure.

Evaluation on residual collection

The previous evaluations are carried against all the documents in the collec-
tion (i.e., including documents used to construct the new feedback query).
The problem is that much of the observed improvement is induced by the
previously judged relevant documents which end up being ranked higher than
they were before feedback iteration. An alternative is to use a residual col-
lection (i.e., a set of documents minus previously judged relevant documents
used to construct feedback query) for the feedback iteration (Manning et al.,
2007). Though this may seem a more realistic evaluation, the performance
can be far lower than for the original query. This is particularly true if there
are fewer relevant documents for each test query. An alternative to residual
collection evaluation is to have two sets of collections. One set used for the
original query and relevance judgment, and the second use for comparative
evaluation.

Here evaluation is performed on the residual collection. The residual
collection is prepared by assuming that the relevant documents used to con-
struct the new feedback query are non-relevant to the user in the second
iteration. Therefore, all the relevant documents used to construct the feed-
back query are marked non-relevant in the gold standard result list. For this
experiment, five relevant documents were chosen to construct a new feedback
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query, and these were the documents removed or marked non-relevant in the
residual collection for each query. As a result, six GeoCLEF 2007 queries are
without relevant documents in the residual collection. This is because the
queries had fewer than six relevant documents in the whole collection.

Figure 6.8 and Table 6.5 shows the results of relevance feedback proce-
dures on the residual document collection. TMD shows the result of the
term-based approach with five (5) relevant and five (5) non-relevant docu-
ments. 05.REL shows the result of scope-based scheme using five (5) relevant
documents for the query expansion procedure. The 05.REL chose the top 5
scopes to constrain place name selection for feedback query expansion.

The following observation can be made from the results:

1. The term-based (TMD) scheme shows superiority when evaluated on
the whole set of document collection which includes documents used
to construct the new search query for relevance feedback. As noted
before, the improvement is a result of ranking highly the documents
used to construct the new search query. When the scheme is evalu-
ated against residual document collection it achieved the worst perfor-
mance in comparison to the default Lucene system and the scope-based
(05.REL) procedure. It deteriorates from the MAP score of 0.4245 to
0.1524 on residual document collection evaluation which shows a 64%
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All documents Residual documents
Lucene TMD 05.REL Lucene TMD 05.REL

Num of query 25 25 25 25 25 25
Num retrieved 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000 25000
Num relevant 650 650 650 545 545 545
Retrieve relevant 603 613 612 510 511 515
MAP 0.2724 0.4245 0.3057 0.1850 0.1524 0.2025
Relevant used – 5 5 – 5 5
Recall 0.9277 0.9431 0.9415 0.9358 0.9376 0.9450

Table 6.5: Summary of feedback evaluation on residual collection.

depreciation.

2. The scope-based (05.REL) scheme shows superiority when evaluated on
the residual document collection set which consists of documents not
used to construct the new search query for relevance feedback. Though
the scheme performed poorly against term-based (TMD) scheme on
the whole document collection, it beats the term-based scheme by 33%
on the residual document collection. It shows an overall performance
improvement of 9.5% over the default Lucene system on the residual
collection. This experiment shows that the scope-based query expan-
sion procedure is superior to both the term-based query expansion and
the default Lucene system.

The scope-based scheme is more comprehensive in how it selects place names
to expand the geographical component of the search query. It first selects the
most commonly occurring place names from the relevant documents. From
this set, it then selects the place names belonging to the most commonly
shared geographical scopes among the relevant documents. These are the
place names that are finally used for query expansion. And this is what
gives this scheme its robustness to perform well when evaluated on residual
document collection.

6.3 Conclusion

This chapter discussed query expansion for a geographical information re-
trieval task. The research objectives addresses in this chapter are: (1) How
effective is relevance feedback for the geographical information retrieval task?
and (2) How effective is a scope-controlled toponym selection scheme in a
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relevance feedback procedure? The query expansion investigated the appli-
cation of relevance feedback (i.e., blind and explicit feedback) procedures
to improve retrieval by adding place names found in relevant documents.
Two relevance feedback procedures are explored – one using place names
in relevant documents directly, and the other using place names found in
the geographical scopes of relevant documents. The first approach is termed
the term-based scheme and the second the scope-based scheme. The term-
based and scope-based scheme derived place names to add to query as follows:
term-based(names) = {M} and term-based(names) = {M ⊆ S}, where, M
are the commonly occurring place names in the relevant documents and S
the commonly shared scopes among the relevant documents.

On all documents (i.e., including documents used for query expansion),
the former procedure achieved a mean average precision (MAP) score of
0.4245 with five (5) relevant and five (5) non-relevant documents. This
presents an improvement of 55.84% over the default search engine retrieval.
The scope-constrained procedure achieved a MAP score of 0.3057 with five
(5) scopes and thirty (30) relevant documents presenting an improvement
of 12.22% over the default search engine system. However, the problem of
evaluating on a collection containing documents used for query expansion is
that these documents will rank higher in the feedback iteration resulting into
unrealistically high scores on evaluation.

Evaluating on a residual document collection (i.e., minus the documents
used for query expansion), the scope-based procedure outperforms the type-
based scheme by 33% (i.e., MAP score of 0.2025 to 0.1524 ) and default
Lucene system by 9.5% (i.e., MAP score of 0.2025 to 0.1850 ). The scope-
based scheme is more comprehensive in how it selects place names to expand
the geographical component of the search query. It first selects the most com-
monly occurring place names from the relevant documents. From this set,
it then selects the place names belonging to the most commonly shared geo-
graphical scopes among the relevant documents. These are the place names
that are finally used for query expansion. This is what gives this scheme the
robustness to perform well when evaluated on a residual document collection.
However, more evaluation should be done to replicate the observation.

Although the performance improvements reported here are encouraging,
geographical information retrieval is in its infancy. More research needs to be
done to explore the contribution of geographical information in documents to
improve search engine performance against geographically constrained search
queries. In relation to the work reported in this chapter, the following areas
need to be investigated – (1) query expansion using adjectives referencing
people and places; (2) query expansion using geographic feature types (e.g.,
city, river, mountain, etc.); and (3) more effective ways to exploit geograph-
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ical scopes for query expansion.


